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A Schur Method for Pole Assignment
A. VARGA Abszrucz-In this paper a new numerical algorithm for pole assignment of linear time-invariant systems is presented. The proposed algorithm uses reliable numerical techniques based on the Schur form of the state matrix and on the use of orthogonal transformations. Only the "bad" eigenvalues of the system are modified by a sequential pole-shifting procedure, and the resulted gains in the feedback matrix are minimized.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most popular methods to modify the dynamic response of linear time-invariant systems is the assignment via linear state feedback of the closed-loop eigenvalues at an arbitraq preassigned set of points in the complex plane. There are two classes of direct methods for pole assignment. but presently numerically stable procedures to solve this problem do not exist [I] .
The algorithms in the first class perform the shifting of the eigenvalues using canonical forms of the system; the phase canonical (or Frobenius) form for single-input [Z] and the Luenberger canonical form for muhiinput systems [3, p. 2011. A compact algorithm to determine these canonical forms by elementary similarity transformations was given by Aplevich [4] . A complete analysis of the reducing methods of a real matrix to Frobenius form was done by Wilkinson [5, ch. 61 . This analysis reveals that there are no reliable numerical methods to compute the Frobenius form of a matrix; even in the case when the resulting characteristic polynomial is computed with low errors in the coefficients, the corresponding eigenvalues can be f a r from the true ones. (For examples, regarding the sensitivity of the problem, see [5, pp. 417-4201.) The conclusions of the analysis of Wilkinson can also be extended to the methods for computing the Luenberger canonical form (especially when n z < n ) . In this case, additional difficulties can arise from erroneous rank decisions made at the determination of the structure of the canonical form.
The methods of the second class are based on the Jordan form of the state matrix [6] . [7] . The proposed algorithms are best suited for the case of distinct eigenvalues. Although the Simon-Mitter algorithm is recursive. allowing a smaller number of eigenvalues to be shifted, the computations are rather involved in that it is necessary to update the eigenvectors at each stage. Severe numerical difficulties arise in computing the Jordan form for repeated eigenvalues [SI, and at present there are no reliable computer programs to compute this form. This paper presents a new pole-shifting procedure for linear timeinvariant systems. The proposed algorithm modifies only the "bad" eigenvalues of the system. The eigenvalues are shifted sequentially. the resulting gains in the feedback matrix being minimized. Reliable numerical techniques based on the Schur form of the state matrix and orthogonal transformations are used. The algorithm offers improvements over current methods from both a numerical point of view and practical usefulness.
Throughout the paper, R and C denote the fields of real. complex numbers. respectively. A E R"'"" denotes an WI X n real matrix. 
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the transpose of A . For A E R" its spectrum (the set of eigenvalues) is denoted by T( A ) .
We use the following theorem from the classical similarity theory
Then there exists an orthogonal similarity transformation Li such that UA LIT is quasi-upper triangular, having only 1 X I or 2 X 2 blocks on the diagonal. corresponding to real or to complex conjugate eigenvalues. respectively. Moreover. &: can be chosen so that the I X 1 and 2 X 2 blocks on diagonal appear in any desired order.
THE POLE-ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
Let the linear time-invariant system be described by
* ( r ) = A x ( r ) + B u ( r )
in continuous time or
x ( t + l ) = A . x ( t ) + B u ( t )
in discrete time where x( t ) E R", u( r ) E R"'. and let r C C be a symmetric set of n complex numbers representing the desired eigenvalues for the closed-loop system. The term symmetric means that the complex numbers in r appear in conjugate pairs.
We wish to determine the matrix H in the control law
It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the assignment of an arbitray symmetric set of n eigenvalues for the closedloop system is that the pair ( A . B ) be controllable [IO] 
A PRELIhiINARY PROCEDURE
In this section the very special case of systems of order p . with p = 1 or 2. is considered and a procedure to shift p poles is given. Consider the co~molluhle pair ( F . G ) where F E R P x P . G E RP.-"' and let rp be a symmetric set of p complex numbers. Let r=rank(G).
The following procedure computes a feedback matrix K E R""P which assigns r,. 
IV. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Let the following partition of the complex plane C be given by where C, and C, specify respectively. the "good" and "bad' regions of C from the point of view of the dynamics of the closed-loop system. We mill consider only symmetric partitions with respect to the real axis. For example. C, can be chosen as C*=(sEC: Re(s)(-a. a>O) for continuous systems. or C,=(SEC: Is!<a.O<a<l} for discrete systems. We choose the set r of the desirable poles to be shifted so that TCC,. The algorithm. which we propose to shft poles from r, involves the following steps.
Algorirhm: Sequential Pole-Shifring Using the Schur Form I ) Reduce A to the RSF, accumulating the transformations in Q .
where A , ~R i l~4 ,
A , ER("-Y)'~''-~' . 7 ( A I ) C C 0 . 7 ( A I ) c C h . and compute B c Q B .
2 ) Set H=O and i = q -1.
4)
Set F equal to the last block in A of order p ( p = 1 or 2) and set G
5) Compute K E R"'
using Procedure A to shift p poles from r. formations in Q and compute B t QB. ity transformations, a new block is moved in the last diagonal position and the computations can be resumed [step 7)]. The matrix H at the end of the algorithm results as a sum of component matrices. each of them assigning 1 or 2 poles [step 6)]. For multiinput systems. minimized gains are computed at each step. This does not lead necessarily to a global minimum for the norm of the resulting feedback matrix but represents an effective procedure to reduce the resulting gains.
) Compute A t . A + B [ O K ] and H t H L [ O K ] Q .
The above algorithm can be implemented in such a way as to ensure the fastest dynamics for the system for given constraints on the magnitudes of gains in the feedback matrix. Also, this algorithm can be used to compute stabilizing matrices, having minimum norms for given stability margins.
Although there are no restrictions, except the symmetry, on the choice of the set r, we have assumed tacitly in the above algorithm that the complex numbers in r are chosen and ordered so that their ordering agrees with the diagonal structure of matrix A,. That is, I X 1 blocks correspond to real eigenvalues and 2 X 2 blocks correspond to pairs of real or complex conjugated eigenvalues in r. Howsever, this requirement can not always be satisfied. If we wish to assign two pairs of complex conjugated numbers, for matrix A , having the diagonal block structure given below r x x x~ A , = 0 x x x I: I I : I we must interchange the 2x2 block with the last I X 1 block using an orthogonal similarity transformation [8] so that the resulting AI matrix has the appropriate diagonal block structure. This interchange operation must be included in the computer implementation of the proposed algorithm.
V. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATTONS
Concerning the first step, recently Stewqt 1111 published Fortran subroutines for calculating and ordering the RSF of a real Hessenberg matrix. The 1 X 1 or 2x2 blocks are ordered so that the eigenvalues appear in descending order of magnitude along the diagonal. For our problem, Stewart's software (HQR3 subroutine) can be easily modified to reorder an RSF according to a given partition of the complex plane. We recommend the use of ORTHES and ORTIL~N subroutines available in EISPACK [ 121 and compatible with HQR3, to compute the Hcssenberg form of matrix A .
To move a block on the diagonal of A from a position to another position [step 71, the EXCHNG and SPLIT subroutines proposed by Stewart
can be used. These subroutines also accumulate the transformations in the matrix Q. To reduce the number of operations, due to the multiplications of the form QB, it is advantageous to modify these subroutines to also perform the transformations on matrix B. We can give only an approximate operation count for our algorithm. Each operation is assumed to be equivalent to forming a+( bXc) where u , h. and c are floating-point numbers. If we consider Ion3 operations for computing the RSF, the ordering of the RSF requires approximately 40 percent more operations than the computation of the unordered RSF. We may consider that 14n' is a g o d upper bound for our algorithm. The required memory is 2n' + 2mn + kn (k is a small positive constant) storage locations.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed algorithm is more reliable from the numerical point of view than the existing pole shifting methods. This reliability is due to the use of orthogonal transformations to reduce the initial problem to one of a lower dimension and also in the sequential pole-shifting procedure. For multiinput systems the algorithm performs an effective minimization of the norm of the feedback matrix. The algorithm can also compute 001 8-9286/8 I /0400-05 minimum norm stabilizing matrices for given stability margins.
The algorithm can be conveniently implemented in a conversational mode of work. in which all decisions (including controllability or ranks) can be made by user which also decides about the choice of the eigenvalues wrhich will be shifted at each step.
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A Condition for Full Zero Assignment in Linear Control Systems
G. F. FRANKLIN AND C. RICHARD JOHNSON, JR
A bstruct-Not only 2 n poles but also n zeros can be assigned in linear control systems when state estimation is used to effect the feedback. It is shown here that the equations for assigning these n zeros using this scheme are similar in structure to those found for pole assignment in the observer, but, in certain circumstances despite plant minimalib, complete freedom in their selection is not available. Identification of these conditions and their interpretation as a requirement on controller minimality is presented with an illustrative example.
I. THE PROBLEM
I
The development w i l l be presented in terms of continuous systems with full order estimators although the extension to discrete systems with current. predictioo, or reduced estimators is immediate [I] . Consider a plant described by i = F x + G u y = H x . where x is n X I , u is m 1 X 1, and y is p X I , which by assumption is both controllable and observable. For pole-assignment a control law u = -Kx is selected such that the characteristic polynomial a,(s) of F-GK is a polynomial with roots in locations consistent with the desired closed loop dynamic response. Assume that only the output 1 is available and an estimation of x is constructed via was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS-79-18577. 
